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Abstract
We study the use of accelerators for vehicular AI (Artifi-
cial Intelligence) applications. Managing the computation
is complex as vehicular AI applications call for high per-
formance computations in a real-time distributed environ-
ment, in which low and predictable latencies are essential.
We have used the CARLA simulator together with machine
learning based on CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks)
in our research. In this paper, we present the latency be-
havior with GPU acceleration for CNN processing. Our ex-
perimentation is motivated by using the simulator to find the
corner cases that are demanding for the accelerated CNN
processing.
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Introduction
In this paper, we address the usage of accelerators in ve-
hicular AI (Artificial Intelligence) systems and in the simula-
tors that are needed in the development of such systems.
The recent development of AI system is enabling many new



applications including autonomous driving of motor vehi-
cles on public roads. Many of such systems process sen-
sor data related to environment perception in real-time, be-
cause they trigger actions which have latency requirements.
The typical sensor data for autonomous driving consists of
videos and LiDAR streams, which is a form of continuous
3D imaging data.

Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) are a specific
class of neural networks that
are often used in deep form
containing several “hidden”
layers in addition to the input
and output ones.

Object recognition out-
puts labels corresponding to
classes of recognized objects
along with some confidence
levels when given an input
image.

Object detectors are able
to tell also where in the pic-
ture the objects reside by
outputting bounding box co-
ordinates in addition to class
labels.

Our research problem is to understand the latency prop-
erties of deep learning AI accelerators and their usage
in vehicular real-time systems. Autonomous and semi-
autonomous vehicles typically need several AI systems to
enable their operation. The computational requirements of
the AI systems can differ significantly but usually they have
to co-operate and share the same computational platforms
together with many other (non-AI) systems.

In many cases, fully orchestrated synchronous operation is
not practical with AI systems and asynchronous operation
is preferred. Asynchronous operation is also an option for
hybrid vehicular simulators. In our research on latency be-
haviour, we have been focused on how the asynchronous
operations affect the real-time properties of the systems.

The basis for computer vision is object recognition and de-
tection from images and videos. In the recent years, deep
learning, particularly in the form of deep Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN), has become the dominant approach
for implementing computer vision algorithms [12]. Novel
hardware architectures and the emergence of fog/edge
computing offer multiple options for further improvements
of machine learning inference systems.[3, 13, 14]

Our contributions are two-fold. First, we present the accel-
erator usage in a hybrid vehicular simulator. Second, we
present our measurements on the latency behaviour of the
accelerators. Our hybrid simulator [8] is based on CARLA

software [5] together with deep learning based inference on
TensorFlow [6]. Our measurements show the basic viability
of the hybrid simulation approach, but they also underline
the jitter problem that makes the design of vehicle AI sys-
tems (and also realistic hybrid simulation) challenging.

The structure of this paper is the following. We begin by
explaining our approach in making hybrid vehicular simula-
tors. Central in our solution is embedding the TensorFlow
platform into the simulator to simultaneously run both the
traffic simulation and real vehicle AI algorithms. We con-
tinue our presentation by describing a concrete set-up and
a set of latency measurements with acceleration for both
the simulation and the vehicular AI. We end the paper with
our conclusions.

System description
Instead of using real vehicles, we use hybrid simulation to
understand the computation needed in vehicular systems.
Managing the computations is complex as vehicular AI ap-
plications call for high performance computations in a real-
time distributed environment, in which low and predictable
latencies are essential.

Our system is illustrated in Figure 1 (left). The system has
three main parts: corner case search, traffic simulation and
vehicle control. We use the CARLA software [5] as the ba-
sis of our simulator. The simulator runs the simulation loop
and advances the state of the world model. Example of
CARLA simulation model view is presented in Figure 4.

The vehicle control is built on top of a subsystem that can
connect to multiple different systems, such as inference
services.

Our implementation of the vehicular part of the system is
hybrid. The vehicles, their physics, and their overall set-up



Figure 1: The overall processing consisting of three major parts (corner case search, traffic simulation and vehicle control) is illustrated on the
left. The computational load is projected onto the hardware that be composed of several nodes with several accelerators, which is illustrated on
the right.

is simulated. However, the AI subsystem of the vehicles is
real: it is implemented by using real software running on
real hardware. The AI subsystem uses TensorFlow [6] as its
software basis.

Corner case search tries to
find abnormal operating situ-
ations of a system. Usually,
this means situations outside
the typical combination of
operating parameters. In
our system, the corner case
search subsystem receives
state information from the
simulator and the connected
AI clients.

By comparing the ground
truth state to observed
state mismatches can be
found.

Criteria and tolerance for
mismatches is simulation
scenario specific.

If an AI system estimate
differs from the simulator
ground truth then a mis-
match is found. In our sys-
tem, simulation model states
and vehicle assumed states
leading to the mismatch are
saved to a database for later
analysis.

Traditionally, vehicle software has been embedded into the
on-board software. The usual way to configure a vehicle
system is to have a middleware (e.g., AUTOSAR-based
[2]) that utilizes and integrates the vehicle subsystems that
appear as ECUs (Electronic Control Unit) in the system
architecture. Modern cars have plenty of software on-board
(see Figure 2 for typical challenges for modern software).

Modern vehicular software extends beyond the embedded
on-board software. Not only there are open application plat-
forms in IVI systems (In-Vehicle Infotainment), but more
importantly for our purpose, there are cloud-based sys-
tems for understanding the environment of the vehicles.
The emergence of fog/edge computing [1] makes cloud-like
resources available for vehicular AI systems.

Modern AI systems often apply the machine learning meth-
ods that are based on having extensive computational re-
sources [12]. This poses a challenge for embedded sys-
tems. Offloading parts of the AI computation into the fog
or the edge is one option in getting the extensive computa-
tional resources organized. Vehicle AI systems also need
services that are typically organized on the cloud-side.

With our hybrid simulation system, we study how the com-
putation is mapped onto a platform. This is illustrated in
Figure 1 (right). A typical computation platform consists of
nodes connected by some interconnect (which can be a
bus, a cluster network, or some wider network – including
the Internet). The computing power for AI applications are
often implemented by using accelerators, which often are
computational subsystems coordinated by the node CPUs.

Our system uses TensorFlow to map the computational
load onto the platform. TensorFlow is an open-source li-
brary for dataflow programming and its especially suited for



machine learning applications that use neural networks.
TensorFlow has tools for projecting the load on multiple
nodes and accelerators and it includes protocols for inter-
node communication.

CARLA is an open-source simulator for autonomous driving
research [5]. CARLA simulation is based on having a server
keeping on the world state and a number of clients that cor-
respond to the actors in the world. Simulation physics ad-
vance independently without waiting for client input.

As we use hybrid simulation, we must understand the tim-
ing of the simulation in addition to the timing behaviour of
vehicular software. Further, a typical vehicle AI system con-
sist of several parts and their timing requirements may differ
(e.g., collision avoidance versus road weather conditions).
As illustrated in Figure 1 (right) these real-time computation
loads must be balanced both within the nodes and between
the nodes. As much of the computational performance is
based on accelerators, understanding the accelerator be-
haviour is essential [9, 10].

Figure 2: In this image, a traffic
situation is observed from a vehicle
in motion. Some of the objects
detected by the AI system are
marked with bounding boxes in the
image. Only one of the other
vehicles is actually moving and
actively participating in the traffic
situation. Considering the deep
learning accelerator behavior
research, setting up such real-life
experiments is very demanding. As
the AI systems are actively
participating in the situation,
variation and replication are hard to
achieve. Photo: Jussi Hanhirova &
Vesa Hirvisalo (Aalto).

Experiment set-up
Collaborative driving is neeeded, for example, in road cross-
ings and roundabouts. We are interested in how the asyn-
chronous operation of needed in collaboration affects the
real-time properties of the connected autonomous driving
AI software. To evaluate this, we have constructed an ex-
periment setup consisting of a server and a simple client
AI system controlling vehicles in the CARLA model. The
server setup is based on the CARLA software and Tensor-
Flow Serving.

Figure 3 presents an overview of the system. The client
receives video camera data from the vehicle mounted cam-
era, and extracts information from it using two CNN models.
The first CNN model is a steering model, which outputs the

Figure 3: Overview to the client AI system. The system receives
video frame data from the simulation, uses CNNs to extract
information and separate logic to estimate vehicles state and take
appropriate vehicle control actions.

predicted steering angle that is to be used to keep the ve-
hicle on the road. The second CNN model is an object de-
tector that finds different types of objects in the video. The
client sends the CNN model outputs to a custom logic unit,
which estimates the state of the vehicle and outputs new
control commands to the simulation server.

Based on the location and apparent size of detected objects
the client AI system adjusts the vehicle speed or makes it to
take a full stop. When no objects are detected in front of the
vehicle, the AI system steers the vehicle normally based on
the output given by the steering CNN.



Our client considers three vehicle driving states: safe to
drive, possibility for collision, and collision. Depending on
the type, position and probability of objects detected one of
the three states is activated. The state determines whether
the client steers the vehicle using normal speed, whether it
de-accelerates, or takes the vehicle to a full stop.

We evaluate our setup by increasing the amount of AI clients,
and thus the amount of interacting virtual vehicles. We
measure the latency and jitter of the client AI system com-
ponents and the rendering throughput of the simulator en-
gine when scaling up the number of AI clients. We have
omitted corner case search related measurements from this
experiment. Corner case search is CPU bound, so its effect
to GPU bound computation is very small.

Figure 4: This image is from a
simulated traffic scene. The
simulated world is built with Unreal
Engine toolset. The simulation is
run in our platform that is based on
using CARLA and TensorFlow.

Realistic simulation gives us the
ability to get realistic sensor data.
Considering the research on AI
accelerators, we can repeat
scenarios with varying parameters,
etc. Further, we can simulate
ultimate situations (loss of control,
accidents, etc.).

All of this requires understanding
the latency properties of the
connected accelerators.

The two object detection CNN models we consider in our
experiment are the SSD Mobilenet v1 and FasterRCNN In-
ception v2, both trained with the COCO dataset [4]. Using
these two models we can compare the impact of using a
lightweight model (Model1 = SSD Mobilenet) and a compu-
tationally more demanding model (Model2 = FasterRCNN
Inception).

The steering model architecture we use is an adaptation
from the NVIDIAs model [7] that we have trained using data
gathered from our CARLA simulations. In the experiment,
the steering model is always executed in parallel with one of
the object detection models. All CNN models are deployed
to TensorFlow Serving for shared remote inference service.

We measure the overall inference times of the different
CNN models and the execution latencies of of the main
processing steps of the client AI software. We repeat the
experiment by parametrizing the amount of clients from 1 to
15, and for each parametrization the measurement is exe-
cuted for the duration of 500 rendered video frames. Each

Figure 5: The average time a single image spends in each
significant step of the client pipeline for each CNN model.

client vehicle has one forward facing camera of a capture
resolution of 200x150 pixels.

The presented experiment measures the latency and jitter
of AI client processing when increasing the number individ-
ual clients. Table 1 summarizes the main affecting factors
related to the main phases of the system, as presented in
Figure 1. Table contents present values obtainable using
our HW and SW system components. There are also com-
plex interactions between the different factors and phases.
E.g., adding more GPUs to the system requires usually
also more powerful CPUs to keep the accelerators utilized,
and usually also additional configuration of all other system
parts.

Results
Figure 5 shows the time spent in each step from receiv-
ing the image in the client, running it through the inference
and finally sending back the corresponding vehicle control
command. The images are first placed in a queue to be
processed asynchronously. The "Image in queue" bar indi-
cates the average time a single image spends in this queue.



Physics step Scene Client data CNN model Client AI
calculation rendering preprocessing inference decision making

Approximate duration 1-5ms 10-100ms <1ms 5-100ms 1-2ms

Negative impact model complexity number of clients amount of ML model complexity AI logic complexity
to performance number of clients camera resolution preprocessing number of ML models

scene quality number of sensors

Main elements more capable CPUs more capable GPUs more capable CPUs more GPUs more capable CPU
increasing performance multi-threading distributed multi-core parallel processing tailored runtime

processing architectures

Table 1: The average processing time durations and main affecting factors of different computation steps of the system.

The "Image in inference" bar show the time spent between
fetching an image from the queue, sending it for inference
and receiving a result for the inference. The "Adjust vehicle
control" bar indicates the delay between receiving an infer-
ence result and sending an corresponding vehicle control
signal to the simulation server.

From Figure 5 we can see that the processing pipeline can
be slow, which can affect the vehicle behaviour in the simu-
lation. The queuing time is almost as long as the inference
time is. This means that by the time we send an image to
the inference service, the image is already old.

If the simulation is providing the client with more images
than it can process, it will start dropping images to prevent
the inference engine from becoming uncontrollably satu-
rated. Still, a significant amount of time is spent in the infer-
ence engine.

The behavior we have observed outlines some of the main
challenges with asynchronous systems. Naturally, imple-
mentation details offer many directions for improvements.
We could cut down the queuing by doing case-specific opti-
mizations.

Figure 6 presents how the CNN model inference times and

the simulator rendering throughput vary according to differ-
ent system configurations. Measurements are made with
two different GPUs and two different object detection mod-
els and by increasing the number of vehicles. The inference
of the two models occur simultaneously with the rendering.

The mean inference time grows almost linearly in all three
CNN models. The jitter of the inference time increases
when the GPU starts to saturate. On the less powerful GPU
(GTX 1050) the saturation point is earlier. Total system ren-
dering capasity is reached with relatively low number of
vehicles. With Model2 (in Figure 6, bottom right subfigure)
this is approximately with 6 vehicles. Increasing the number
of vehicles beyond this saturation point reduces the client
experienced rendering fps (images per second received
from each vehicle), and increases the mean inference time
and its jitter.

As the number of vehicles is increased when the GPU is
fully utilized the inference latency and jitter keep growing.
And, upon reaching a certain point, the inference jitter starts
to grow rapidly, e.g., with steering model on the Figure 6
(bottom left) this happens at 11 vehicles and with the object
detection model at 5 vehicles. This happens because with
more vehicles more inference requests are being made.



Figure 6: In the four subfigues the average processing times of vehicle computation pipeline CNN models and the overall simulation engine
rendering throughput are presented as a function of the number of vehicles (x-axis). The average processing times (left y-axis) are presented
with 95% confidence intervals. The simulator rendering throughput (right y-axis) presents the total number of frames per second the engine is
able to render. The rendering throughput is also presented as the observed throughput per vehicle. Measurement is done using four different
system configurations. The left column figures present measurements from the configurations using a GTX 1080TI GPU and the right column
figures present measurements from the configurations using a GTX 1050TI GPU. The top row figures present the configurations that use the
object detection Model1, and the bottom row figures present the configurations that use the object detection Model2.



This leads to increased GPU computation overheads affect-
ing also the structure of the computation.

With different system setups and platforms, the saturation
points would appear at different points. Besides using dif-
ferent hardware, there is also a multitude of methods to
optimize machine learning models for the fog/edge. These
can be used to fine-tune the saturation points (and AI be-
havior). CNN compiling related methods include auto-layer
fusion, memory optimizations, micro-benchmarking runtime
library functions, etc. Speed and accuracy related tradeoffs
include weight and activation function quantization, and the
use of parametrized CNNs, such as MobileNets [11].

The jitter in accelator processing latencies makes the timing
of the whole computation unpredictable. Collaborative driv-
ing is possible only if every vehicle keeps up with the world
state tightly enough. This depends on number of factors
as was presented in Table 1. For the configuration of Fig-
ure 6 (bottom left), the ideal number of vehicles for is four:
with four vehicles the GPU has achieved the maximum ren-
dering throughput and the inference jitter of both models is
small.

Conclusions
In this paper, we presented our research on AI accelera-
tor latencies in hybrid vehicular simulation. We have used
CARLA as the simulator software and TensorFlow as the AI
engine in our hybrid simulator. Our experimentation shows
the basic viability of the hybrid simulation approach, but it
also underlines the jitter problem that makes the design of
real-time AI systems challenging.

In case of hybrid simulation based corner case search,
GPUs are required for photorealistic rendering, but there
exists multiple ways to perform ML inference. CPUs, GPUs,
FPGAs, customized deep learning processors or special

purpose ASICs all have their advantages. With our ap-
proach it is possible to explore the tradeoffs between em-
bedded SoC power consumption, distribution of computa-
tion and the AI corner case behavior performance, i.e., how
much we can optimize the system without sacrificing the
intended cyber-physical behavior.

Computation parallelization and finer usage of special ac-
celerators is central for speeding up computation. Currently,
we are working on implementing a prototype for parallelis-
ing the rendering load of the CARLA simulator to multiple
distributed GPU accelerators. Separating the physics sim-
ulation and scene rendering for real-time vehicular system
evaluation needs special care with system consistency and
synchronization.

On-board vehicular AI systems are executed on dedicated
embedded platforms. We are working towards integrating
vehicular embedded platforms into our corner case search
system. Besides having real client AI software on real hard-
ware platforms in-the-loop, we are working on application
scenarios that require shared stateful computation in the
fog/edge datacenters. We have also plans to add real 5G
communication to our hardware in-the-loop fog/edge setup.

In general, there are many opportunities in research of
methods for high-performance computation and manage-
ment of heterogeneous resources in edge/fog systems.
Guaranteeing the latencies and predictability of time-critical
services especially in the domain of smart mobility is sought
by academic and the industry.
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